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FOREWORD 
This technology sharing report documents the implementation activity of 
computer based highway information systems by drawing upon .the state of the pr~ctice from nine State highway agencies. 
A computer based highway information system (i.e., file linkage) has the 
following three components. 
1. A reference system that allows data contained in each file of the system 
to be referenced to a common point. 
2. A data collection system with all data files computerized and linked to 
the reference system. 
3. A system with an ability to manipulate the data files within the system 
to develop desired analyses and appropriate reports. 
Therefore, linked highway data files have a large potential benefit to State 
highway agencies. File linkage can be used to provide accident rates for 
.• various highway features, safety appurtenances, and roadway geometrics. 
Through computer linked files, decision makers are able to examine various 
roadway features and their accident relationships. Knowing these re la ti on-
s hips, the decision makers can then determine the appropriate highway improvement. · 
Copies of the report are available from the National Technical Information 
Services, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia .. (703) 487-4690. 
-~ ~ Betsold 
Director, Office of Implementation 
NOTICE 
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department of 
Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United States 
Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof. 
The contents of this report reflect the views of the contractor who is 
responsible for the facts and the accuracy of the data presented herein. The 
contents do not necessarily reflect the official policy of the Department of 
Transportation. 
This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation. 
The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. 
Trade or manufacturers' names appear herein only because they are considered 
essential to the object of this document. 
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Chapter l 
Program Cefinitions 
This report describes a comprehensive 
computerized highway information 
system including; 
o current uses and status 
o applications 
o organization and system devel-
opment 
o benefits and problems. 
A computerized highway information 
sytem is simply a computer-linked 
system which can be used by many divi-
sions of a transportation agency to 
obtain information to rreet data report-
ing, analyses or other informational 
needs. Historically data has most 
often been kept in separate files by 
each division and organized for their 
individual needs, and was usually not 
readily available to other sections. 
In addition, data was unavailable to 
all but the most expert of computer 
analysts. This lack of integration 
and access has caused redundancy in 
data entry, excessive user efforts in 
extracting the information, limited 
flexibility of output, and produced 
highly cost-inefficient operations. 
In the late 1970's and early 1980's, 
field equipment technology, planning 
techniques, engineering methods and 
maintenance management have evolved: 
more complex problems and solutions 
require more and different data and 
more sophisticated analyses. At the 
same time, limited funding and staff 
cutbacks have reduced the manpower 
available for data collection and 
analysis. As a result, the situation 
prompted State agencies to look to a 
computerized highway system as an 
answer to their data needs and analy-
sis problems. 
A computer linkage system allows ready 
access to many individual data files 
to create an efficient management 
system which interfaces all data 
files. 
l 
This is made possible by merging all 
information data files into a common 
shared data-base, or unified data-base. 
The two characteristics of such a comp-
rehensive computerized highway informa-
tion system are: 
o It is a completely automated 
computer system, thereby 
eliminating the need for pro-
longed hand calculations. 
o There is a corrrnon referencing 
system. 
1.1 Completely Automated Computer 
Based System 
All elements of the file linkage 
system should be automated. There 
must be provisions for automated 
access of files; that is, all files 
must be a part of computerized data 
base. 
The significance of a computer based 
system is attributed to the ease of 
access and of linking the individual 
files, reducing duplication by having 
one set of information used by many, 
and an increased planning ability. 
Large amounts of information can be 
stored, easily retrieved and updated 
through use of the computer. Computer 
programs can be written to accomodate 
a large number of data files and to 
derive relationships between files. 
The computer based information system 
must contain a mechanism for timely 
update or modification of the data 
files. This is often accomplished by 
including an edit capability, usually 
with a quality control procedure. 
This feature allows selective access 
to data files for edit purposes. 
1.2 Corrrnon Reference System 
The capability of the computer system 
to derive relationships between f j Jes 
can only be accomplished when the 
files have a corrrnon referencing syslem. 
When data files are maintained sepa-
rately by different departments, the 
data is usually referenced based on 
the needs of the data gatherer. 
Thus, each division of a transporta-
tion agency may have its own structure 
for referencing infonration resultL'19 
in a mix of reference systems and 
incompatibility arrong the data. Si.rrply 
put, one location may have five differ-
ent identifications, based upon which 
referencing systan is being used: 
I l. Milepoint - referencing by noting 
the value of the nearest milepost 
along a roadway. These delineators 
are usually spaced at a distance of 
one mile (1.6 km), but often at 1/10 
or 1/20 of a mile ( .16 or .a km). 
2. Reference Marker - referencing by 
noting the identification number of a 
post along the roadway. It is an arti-
ficial naming of points, not necessari-
ly having any quantitative relation-
ship to each other. 
3. Link-Node - referencing of the · 
distance (link) between two points 
(nodes). Nodes are similar to 
reference markers for they do not 
necessarily have any quantitative 
relationship to each other. 
4. Coordinate - referencing through 
identification of X and Y values on 
artificial graph set atop a specific 
roadway.· 
S. Paper Reference - referencing 
through verbal identification of a 
point. 
Since technical data is rarely unique 
to a single division in a transporta-
tion agency and therefore often obtain-
ed by several divisions, the data is 
often duplicated uselessly, or may be 
available but not recognized as such 
due to different referencing. 
To attain a unified data-base usable 
by all divisions, the individual files 
in the system must be indexed by a 
corrmon reference system. All records 
in every file must contain a field 
that can be directly related, or relat-
ed through an equivalence file to 
records in other files. By usinc; the 
ccmoon reference system all elements 
in every file can be compared and 
related for analysis. 
A number of states have found that the 
roadway milepoint and the link-mode 
reference systems best satisfy their 
data linking needs. For example, the 
'Jtdwa{~O~~a.r~m·~ht.""'9f''"Tr'an-sp·o?Yation 
(IXJI') found the milepoint code most 
feasible for their accident data 
system. This involved assigning mile-
points to each node (point) along the 
route. Milepoints for structures - ' 
many intersections were scaled f 1 _.11 
maps. 
2 
On the other hand, Illinois found the 
link-node system best for their Compre-
hensive Corrputerized Safety Recordkeep-
ing Systan (CCSRS). This referencing 
system was made standard throughout 
their Department of Transportation; 
all other necessary files would have 
to be interfaced with the link-node 
systan. 
1.3 Capabilities 
This section presents the two me 
i..nl>ortant capabilities of an integrat-
ed file linkage systan: 
o File Linkage 
o Report Generation 
File Linkage 
Having integrated linked highway data 
allows a variety of analyses that make 
use of different combinations of data 
necessary for decision-making purposes. 
Figure 1 presents the typical data 
files which catp0se the highway data-
base and are most frequently linked. 
This linking capability is best demo~­
strated by citing actual exarrples from 
those States' which have linked inter-
-------
Roadway 
Data 
Figure 1 
Traffic 
Data 
Accident 
Data 
Typical Highway Data-Base Content. 
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related data from different sections 
and disciplines: 
o et::ciiiiIT~rre~r1"£'ly:'TlfiKitig~·'.'A(Xia~i:-;· 
and :"~1.apfi~"' f f:les ___ Eo--pfoouce·, 
reporfs"fa·r -use· in the analysis of · 
accidents as a function of weather, 
pavement quality, and traffic 
volume. 
o Iowa Is· r111kfii~i 'th"el.'i.~Ac:Ciaenf·'oara';'i<!; 
File with Road/Structure files ·~to 1 
generate reports on Accident 
Location. 
investment decisions. Regardless of 
whether the organization is central-
ized or decentralized, the creation of 
a unified data-base by file linkage 
will enable retrieval of needed 
information by users. Reports can be 
quickly and easily generated for needs 
of top level management for effective 
decision-making purposes. For 
example, reports ranking capital 
projects enable decision-makers to 
make wiser investments based on a 
priority basis. 
Technical Reports - All State transpor-
o . 1 .C9lorad~~ -Curf(;!ntl~L _µp_es_ links to tation agencies are bound to report a 
Accounting, ~ident_ arid ;projects variety of data and statistics either 
files to develop the Annual HFM3 to other divisions within their agency 
report. or to other regional and federal agen-
cies. There are three types of techni -
o J~~riS~~:~rlriKS :C:AccJ.:den~:--and"Geallet-~~pcal reports: data listing, data 
rics files· in.__.order ·to "'generate · comparison and statistical evalua-
var ious Statistical Analyses tions. 
Reports. 
-=·- . , . . . Reporting individual combined data 
o t'daRO~rges~~..,,.data0'''fi6fri~'~Roaaway;::.,~··:~: files is made easier through the inte-
_,,,, .,,.""..,...··· .. ---~ .,. - --· ----· .... · --·-· ... -~·-- .•. ,....._,~., :.~:;.~jgf?nj:: and Geometric files in ·· grated data-base by enabling the user 
order to produce a Statewide to obtain desired files quickly for 
Average Accident Report and Spot· specific projects or for standard data 
High Accident Location Report. reports. 
~::e-.·~~HJ¥_~~"""«""":~"".>:".~-'>-~-'~~~:fTU',,.~<....,_1;-:;:: '>' -~.:~1~.,z-.-.·~~Yj'f~~t'--
0 ~~I;ttiJlQ.is >l~iiJ<!:i_~i~t .. and. Roadway 
files in order to produce nt.merotis 
descriptive and statistical reports 
concerning the location of accidi-
dents and accident rates. 
Report Generation 
The information and analyses made 
possible through the integrated file 
linkage system are best utilized when 
presented in an organized manner. It 
is possible to program the system to 
produce both technical and management 
reports. In addition, many systems 
contain a special report generating 
function to enable creation of reports 
on very specific subjects. 
Managerrent Reports - The process of 
integrated decision-making is very 
essential for making optimum highway 
The file linkage system also enables 
users to write programs to produce 
reports which interrelate data ele-
ments, and to acquire information 
through a pre-prograrnned data compari-
son function. This pre-programmed 
output eliminates the task of manual 
data integration required with indepen-
dent files. 
Statistical reports usually involve 
the testing of the gathered data for 
accuracy. An example of an FHWA 
Statistic report is the traffic and 
truck data reports from the Traffic 
M::>nitoring Guide. 
Figure 2 presents an example of a road 
segment accident report. The accident 
data is listed for the specified 
roadway segment, including accident 
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Report. 
number and type, rates, roadway 
conditions and collision type. 
1. 4- Data Maintenance 
01ce the unified database is complet-
ed, the data must be reviewed and up-
dated periodically. A computerized 
system provides automated maintenance 
of the files. That is, the files are 
easy to access for update and archival 
purposes. Because a number of di vi-
sions often collect the same data, the 
task of archiving and updating each 
data element must be assigned to a 
single division within the transporta-
tion agency. This prorrotes the effi-
cient use of staff. Cnly one user 
collects the data elem:nt, while a 
number of users are able to access and 
utilize it. The responsiblity of 
updating particular data elements by 
only one division ensures that the 
information is kept up-to-date and 
accurate. 
The design of the edit function incor-
porates a quality control technique to 
restrict access for roc>dification data 
only to certain user. Although all 
divisions have access for viewing and 
report generating capabilities, 
restrictions are placed on access for 
revision. Passwords are often requir-
ed to access the systan and screens 
are designed for specific users. 
The archiving function is usually 
appropriated to the collectors of new 
data. Old data is filed away, but if 
the need arises the data can be temp-
orarily reloaded. As part of the 
archiving process, some surmary statis-
tics are left on-line for the detailed 
data being archived. These SLDTTC1ary 
statistics are loaded onto a sLDTTC1ary 
file. 
1.5. Description of Existing File 
Linkage Systems 
A meeting of file linkage system users 
was held in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
September 23 to 24, 1986. Presenta-
tions were made of the status of these 
programs by the following states: 
o New York 
o Idaho 
o Kansas 
o Colorado 
o Washington 
o Kentucky 
o -Iowa· -
~ -•l>--
0 Illinois 
o Alaska 
o Utah 
In general, these systems consist of a 
data-base management function which 
links data from several files, a 
report function which produces descr ip-
tion reports and tables, and a statis-
tical function which yields compar i-
tive statistics. In many cases, nnre 
than one function is performed by a 
single roodule or program. The follow-
ing will be a brief description of 
the programs of those states with 
active File Linkage programs. 
Utah uses PDPSAS for the data-base 
management function and NATI.JRAL, a 
fourth generation programming 
language, to generate programs that 
link files and produce technical and 
management reports. Utah also has 
developed a rtEnu-driven program which 
allows a user to dynamically create 
NA'IURAL programs that will produce 
customized reports. Utah uses SAS for 
statistical reports. 
Iowa's file-linkage system ALAS until 
recently consisted of a program writ-
ten in COOOL to link files and a 
series of SAS programs used for report 
generation and statistics. Recently, 
FCXlJS report generating programs have 
been implemented in order to increase 
ease and flexibility. 
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Washington is contracting a consultant 
to write a system called TRIPS in the 
COOOL progranrning language to ma in-
tain, link and create reports from 
their files. By the time TRIPS is in 
place, users will also have the capabi-
lity of generating ad-hoc speciality 
programs using SUPERNA'IURAL or other 
fourth generation languages. 
Alaska 's system HA.5 will use Af)Af3PS 
for data-base managerrent with NA'IURAL 
to link files and generate reports. A 
user-friendly front-end was developed 
to expedite batch processing and rout-
ing of reports. Statistical Analysis 
will be done with SAS. 
Colorado developed a system called 
~IS which uses PJJflBP.S for data-base 
managerrent and NA'lURAL as the program-
ming language for linking files and 
generating reports. All information 
in ~IS can be transferred to IBM-~ 
equiprrent. The data is in d-BASE III 
PII.JS format that allows access similar 
to the NA'IURAL language on the main-
frame. 
Kansas has developed the SAGE system 
which uses RCSO)E, a proprietary on-
line program maintenace and develop-
ment system which includes an inter-
active progranming language called the 
Roscoe Progranming Facility (RPF). 
SAS is used for Statistical Analysis. 
Idaho's system is tape-based. This 
means that the files are sequential 
tape files and that data elenents from 
one file are merged to another file. 
Cnce all the information is assembled 
in this manner, SAS is used to produce 
reports and for Statistical Analysis. 
Illinois' system was developed using 
the procedural progranming languages 
FCRTRAN and COEOL to maintain and link 
data and format reports. Provision 
will also be made to allow rrore detail-
ed reports to be proposed using SAS or 
SPSS 
Chapter 2 
Program Description 
This section describes the organiza-
tional structure required to support a 
highway linkage program and the steps 
required to achieve irrplerrentation. 
A review of a number of State Depart-
ment of Transportation reports on 
their involverrent and developrtent of 
file linkage systems, as presented at 
the FHWA Data Management Forum at Salt 
Lake City found that the organization, 
structure, database and system 
developrrent is relatively similiar. 
Differences primarily resulted from 
the size of the transportation agency 
and the degree of detail required for 
their file linkage program. There-
fore, this section represents a 
"generic" example of organization 
structure and steps needed to develop 
a computerized . highway linkage 
program. 
2.1 Organizational Structure 
Figure 3 presents a general project 
organization structure which ensures 
that: 
o top level management of the a-
gency is involved in program. 
o general direction is given to 
technical staff. 
o all necessary data elements are 
included. 
o data is filed in usable form. 
o needs of all divisions are met. 
o project is completed within the 
estimated budget and schedule. 
Executive Conmittee 
This top level management cornnittee 
provides perspective to the highway 
program, and emphasizes the management 
support that is necessary for the 
success of the progam. It is responsi-
ble for the overall direction of the 
program and ensures that program 
actions affecting policy are reviewed 
and approved prior to irrplementation. 
This corrmittee generally consists of 
the Departzrent of Transportation direc-
tor, assistant director, carptroller, 
engineers for planning and development 
7 
Decision-Making Body 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Recommending Body 
STEERING COMMITTEE I 
I 
I 
I 
Project Management I 
I 
COORDINATING i 
COMMITTEE I I 
i 
I 
Technical Staff 
i 
TECHICAL COMMITTEE I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 3 
Typical Project Organization .. 
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and the manager of Information 
Systems. 
Steering Corrrnittee 
The function of this committee is to 
provide input to assure that the pro-
gram is responsive to user needs 
throughout the transportation agency, 
and not just to the people responsible 
for data collection and maintenance. 
They represent the consumers of the 
data by providing direction to the 
project staff and recorrmending actions 
to the Executive Commitee. Members 
of the Steering Committee include 
representatives of the local FHWA Divi-
sion Off ice, various division managers 
(i.e. design, management services, 
maintenance, program development) and 
data processors. 
Coordinating Comnittee 
The Coordinating Conrnittee is responsi-
ble for overall project control.· It 
monitors progress and develops sched-
ules and detailed work tasks to keep 
the project on track. This includes 
identifying problems and implementing 
solutions. Often only a project mana-
ger is chosen for this function. If 
the State transportation agency 
decides to hire a consultant to help 
evaluate the existing situation and 
prepare the project program, the 
project manager then manages and 
directs the consultant's progress and 
ensures that the needs of the agency 
are fulfilled. The process involved 
in deciding whether or not to employ 
the services of a consultant is 
decribed in section 2.2, System 
Developnent. 
Technical Coomittee 
The Technical Committee represents 
the system users. It has the respon-
sibility for collection and mainten-
ance of the date elements which 
comprise the program and acts as the 
program's technical sounding board. 
Members of this committee include 
the data gatherers from each divi-
sion and data processors. 
2.2 System Developm?nt 
Figure 4 presents an overview of 
procedures involved in basic system 
development. The procedure involves 
a number of steps, from project 
initiation to program evaluation, 
whose action results are related. 
Each step necessary for development 
of a usable highway information 
system is described below. 
I - Study 
In this phase the existing system 
and database is reviewed. Needs, 
objectives and desires are defined 
through the interaction among the 
many divisions in the transportation 
agency. It is essentially a feasibi-
lity study to determine whether or 
not a computerized highway informa-
tion system should be developed, 
how, and what its benefits and costs 
might be. 
The first step in this phase is to 
determine who will do the planning 
of the information sytems. A number 
of States have found that their 
transportation agency did not have 
the resources necessary to undertake 
a project of this magnitude and 
required analysis help from outside 
the agency. Both Washington and New 
York found that they did not have 
the available staff to accomplish 
what was needed, and therefore 
prepared a Request for Proposal 
(RFP) that asked consultants to 
evaluate and prepare designs. The 
transportation agency's RFP general-
ly asks for assistance in the follow-
ing arec>s: 
o Systems analysis of existing 
systems, and recommendations 
for a new system to meet 
projected needs. 
o Design, development, imple-
mentation, and testing and 
training of the recommended 
data base. 
.· 
PHASES ACTIVITIES 
PROJECT 
INITIATION 
I SYSTEM I REQUIREMENTS I DEFINITION ' I ' 
STUDY 
SYSTEM 
DESIGN 
OBJECTIVES 
I SYSTEM EXTERNAL 
! 
SPECIFICATIONS II 
DESIGN 
SYSTEM 
INTERNAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 
PROGRAM 
Ill DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
I TESTING 
I 
IV 
IMPLEMENT IMPLEMENTATION 
I 
I POST v 
EVALUATE IMPLEMENTATION 
I REVIEW 
Figure 4 
Typical System Development Methodology. 
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o Extension of the system to pro-
vide graphics access. 
However, a number of states have found 
that they do not require the services 
of a consultant. The Iowa Off ice of 
Transportation Research, for example, 
found that they had the required analy-
sis capabilities in-house, and there-
fore had no need for a consultant. 
Regardless of whether the file linkage 
is developed in-house or with the 
assistance of a consultant, objectives 
of the program must be defined prior 
to program development. A list of 
corrmon objectives are: 
o Evaluate the effectiveness of 
existing operations within the 
agency's goals and objectives. 
o Propose procedures to increase 
the efficiency of existing 
systems. 
o Develop guidelines for the ef-
fective purchase of equipment. 
o Standardize annual file main-
tenance. 
o Develop cross referenced files 
to enable inquiry versatility. 
o Implement a user friendly re-
port generating system. 
The second step in the study phase is 
to review the existing independent 
files of each division in the agency. 
This involves a number of tasks 
including the following: 
o a review of the existing files 
to determine what information 
is being gathered, by whom and 
to what degree of detail. 
o an evaluation of the existing 
staffing situation for degree 
of efficiency, appropriate 
division of labor, and the need 
for additional skills. An 
integral part of this task is 
to also evaluate the existing 
spending on staff and any 
needed technical services. 
o a review of the existing manu-
al and computerized techniques 
used for data interpretation. 
The existing computer software 
and hardware should be evalu-
ated and their application to 
the comprehensive highway 
information system determined. 
The final and most important step in 
the Study Phase is to determine what 
is desired from the program. This 
requires the identification of the 
transportation agency's needs, priori-
ties, the file inventory, useful data 
elements, common referencing system 
and what software and hardware systems 
would be appropriate. 
Each of the aforementioned items are 
described below: 
Needs - the changing nature of .the 
transportation information activities 
from manual to increasingly more 
complex computerized data processing 
has prompted many States to look to an 
integrated highway system as a so.tu-
t ion to their data problems. The 
activities of each division, there-
fore, must be reviewed and a determina-
tion made as to the possibility of 
performing these required activities 
through the cornputerized system. 
Priorities - As all division functions 
may not be integrated into the informa-
tion sytem, a hierarchy of required 
activities must be established. The 
most essential programs required for 
effective decision-making should have 
priority. Top level management must 
ensure that activities chosen for inte-
gration into the computerized data~ 
base do not displace more important 
functions. 
~ 1 
File Inventory - Figure l presented a 
typical system of files in a data base. 
This structure is generally similar 
among different States although the 
degree of detailed data in each file 
varies. Typical file inventories 
include: roadway data, traffic data, 
accident data, physical conditions and 
structural data. State patrol and 
safety data may or may not be included 
in the data base depending on the 
program's objectives. 
Data Elements - During the system 
study, data elements of each file must 
be specified. In Alaska a consensus 
session technique was used to select 
desired data elements. Data elements 
are the actual pieces of information 
required for the file. For example, 
the Roadway Data file would include 
the following data elements: roadway 
width, roadway pavement type, grade 
and alignment. Each element has a 
name, format, range of values, audits, 
owner and source. Figure 5 presents a 
sample data element sheet for Washing-
ton State's Roadway Data File. The 
entire file consists of five such 
sheets which list each data element 
alphabetically. 
Data elements and their respective 
collectors are of ten chosen on the 
principle of the lowest cornron denomi-
nator. For example, when describing 
roadway width, different users collect 
data to their required degree of 
detail -- lanes, measurement to the 
foot, and measurement to the inch. 
However when selecting the data 
element the division requiring the 
greatest .detail -- measurement to the 
inch -- would be chosen. This 
eliminates duplication of data and 
ensures that the data collected is 
usable by all users. 
Some data elements are actually a code 
rather than an actual measurement. In 
this case, both the set of codes and 
the corresponding code narrative is 
specified as part of each data def ini-
tion. This information resides in a 
code table which allows on-line code 
changes without having to change any 
software. 
Common referencing system - a cornron 
referencing system must be chosen for 
the computer system to derive relation-
ships between the files. After review 
of the existing referencing system of 
each file a collTOCln system as described 
in section 1.2 must be chosen. A 
sample milepoint reference system is 
illustrated in figure 6. A map show-
ing the milepoints was attached to the 
referenced index to help a user identi-
fy specific points along the route. 
II. Cesign 
The actual design of the desired high-
way information system is accomplishf 
in this phase. This includes structur 
ing the file inventory within the 
framework of the system program used, 
as well as creating the desired links 
(file interactions) between the files. 
During this phase specific features 
such as formats for report-generating 
purposes, special screens for data 
access and the creation of a selective 
access for edit purposes are designed. 
Specific programs and languages used 
were descibed in Chapter 1. 
I II • Program 
In this phase the concepts of the 
program design are turned into the 
language of the conputer. The various 
information management systems as 
described in Chapter 1, section 5 are 
used to produce a unified data base 
and a number of different file linkage 
programs. During this phase the 
program committee tests and analyzes 
the system to ensure that user needs 
are being rnet. 
IV. Implementation - This step 
involves the input and integration of 
the data files. The users of the 
program are actively accessing the 
files to enter, update, edit and mani-
pulate the data, and produce reporls. 
-----~SH llllGTON ST ATE DEPARTMENTGFTRANSPORTATTiiN--------·--. 
TRANSPORTATIO~ INFOR"ATJCN ANC PLAt.:NJNG SUPPORT SYSTEM 
ROAOwAY DATA ELEMENTS 
-------------·----...--------------------------------~-
PICTURE OATA ElEME~T NAME 
PIC 918) ACCfL-LN-LEFT-CTR-DT 
PIC V99 ACCEL-LN-LEfT-CTR-LGT 
PIC 9(2) ACCEL-LN-LEFT-CTR-WOT 
PIC 9(8) ACCEL-LN-LEFT-DT 
PIC V9~ ACCEL-lN-LEFT-LGT 
PIC 9C2t ACCEL-LN-LEFT-~DT 
PlC 918) ACCEL-LN-RT-CT~-OT 
PIC V9~ ACCEL-LN-RT-CTR-LGT 
PJC 9C2t ACCEL-lN-RT-CTR-WOT 
PlC 9(8J ACCEL-LN-RT-OT 
PIC V99 ACCEL-LN-RT-LGT 
PIC 912) ACCEL-lN-KT-wUT 
PfC 9CJIV99 ARM 
PIC S9(3)V99 ARH-AOJHT-FACTCR 
PIC 9131V99 ARH-O(GIN-CHAN~E 
PIC 9(8) ARH-OATE 
PlC 9CJJV99 ARH-E~O-CHANGE 
PJC 9181 BRIDGE-DATE 
PJC X BRIDGE-ILLUH-IND 
PIC X(lOJ BRIDGE-NUH 
PIC XC241 HRIDGE-XRGAD-OESC 
PIC XC21 B~IDGE-XRCAO-GWNcR-CO 
PIC 9Cel CITY-DATE 
PIC X(~) CITY-NUH 
PIC Xl2J CITY-POPULATION-CO 
PIC 9(8) CITY-PCPULATIGN-DATE 
PIC 9(81 CITY-ZCNE-D~TE 
PIC X CITY-ZCNE-TYPE 
PIC XC3J COINCI0-8EG-Ef\D-INO-l 
PIC XC3J COit.:CID-BEG-E~D-lND-2 
PIC XC3t COINCID-BEG-E~D-lND-3 
PIC 918t COINCIO-UATE-1 
PIC 9(8) COINCIO-OATE-2 
PIC 91 f) COINCIO-OATE-3 
PIC Xf2J COINCIC-MAJ-HlNOR-IND 
PIC Xl61 COl~CIO-RCl!.Y-l;UAL-1 
PIC xc~· COINCID-ROMY-QUAL-2 
PIC XC61 COJNCIO-RDMY-CUAL-3 
P IC X 12 J CO l ~C 10-ROWY-TYPE-l 
P IC XI 2 J CO INC I O-ROlliY-TYPE-2 
PlC XC2t COl~CID-ROwY-TYPE-3 
PIC X COl~ClC-SR~F-AB-IN0-1 
PIC X COINCIO-SR~P-AB-IND-2 
PlC X C01NCIO-SRMP-A6-INJ-l 
PIC 9131V99 COI~CID-SR~P-1 ;re 9C3JV99 COINCIO-SRMP-2 
PlC 9l~aV99 COl~CIC-SR~P-3 
PlC It( ~a corncID-STATE-ROUTE-1 
PIC XC?t COlt\CIO-STATE-ROUTE-2 
PIC Xl3t COl~CIO-STAH-ROUTE-3 
PIC 9(fl CONTR-CONSTR-BEG-DT 
PIC 9181 CONTR-CONSTR-ENO-DT 
PIC Xl21 CONTR-EXCEPTICN-CD 
PIC XC6) CONTR-NUM 
PIC X CONTR-OLO-PCC-LOC-CD 
PlC 9131 CONTR-OLO-PCC-WIOTH 
PIC V9~ CONTR-SURFC-THICK 
PIC Xl2t CONlR-SURFC-TYPE 
PIC 9VS9 CONTR-TRcAT-BASE-THICK 
PIC X CONTR-TR(~T-eASE-TYPE 
PIC Xl21 CONTR-TYPE 
'-----------------~-----------~------~-----------~-----~--
Figure 5 
Sample Roadway Data Element Sheet. 
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Coun y 
I Sanpete 
201.34 
201.86 
202.34 
202.60 
203.36 
204.09 
204;46 
204. 73 
205.24 
. 205.61 
205.75 
206.01 
I 
I Rererence Point Location 
lsevler-sanpete County Line 
I.Jct. SR-256 Lert to Redroond 
I Maint. changes to 1328 
!Local Road Crossing 
!Local Road Crossing 
!Road Lert 
!Road Right 
!Road Right 
!Road Right 
IRoad Right 
!Road Lert 
!Road Crossing 
!Centerfield South Llmlts 
!City Road Crossing 4CXI South 
!City Road Crossing 200 South 
I 
I 
I Reference 
I Point 
206.27 
206.53 
206.80 
207.50 
207.13 
207.32 
207.68 ICXl-688 
207.93 I 
208.03 I 
208.13 I 
208.24 I 
208.57 I 
Figure 6 
I 
I 
I 
Page 1 of 4 
I 
I Rererenc:e Point Location 
ev se 
t-t>v. 1978 
JClty Road Crossing Center Street 
IClty Road Crossing 2CXI t-tirth 
!City Road Crossing 4CXI t-tirth 
!Centerfield t-t>rth Limits end 
I Gunnison South Limits 
!City Street Left 
I.Jct. SR-137 RiQht - 6th South Street 
I Left 
ISer(Jitch River BridQe 
!City Street Right 300 South 
!Center Street Crossing 
IClty Street Crossing lCXl t-tirth 
!City Street CrossinQ 200 t-tirth 
I Jct. SR-28 (FLnCt. changes to Minor 
I Arterial) (FAP Chanqes to FAP-40) 
I 
I 
Sample Reference System Sheet. 
V. Evaluation - After implerrentation, 
a review of the program is essential 
to identify any problerrs as to techni-
cal processes or program shortfalls. 
Cost savings are also evaluated in 
this phase. Chapter 3 describes a 
variety of cost benefits of implerrenta-
tion. 
Chapter 3 
Program Benefits and 
Implerrentation Issues 
This chapter presents a surrunary of 
economic and qualitative benefits and 
institutional issues that may arise 
from implerrentation of the computeriz-
ed highway information systems. As 
each highway information system varies 
from state to state, the issues and 
benefits will also vary. 
3.1 Program Benefits 
A. Economic Benefits - In general, 
economic benefits fall into three cate-
gories: savings in labor, wiser invest-
ments and cost benefits. 
Savings in Labor - With file linkage, 
reduced labor hours accrue from the 
savings in time expended to access and 
pull together disparate information, 
and the elimination of duplicate data 
gathering. For example, the 
Washington State Department of 
Transportation found that by 
eliminating redundant activities and 
automating manual tasks they would 
save the labor of ten full time 
employees. This resulted in 
substantial salary savings, and second 
order labor savings included fringe 
and overhead benefits. 
Wiser Investments - c:ne of the great-
est benefits from the program is the 
ability to make wiser investments of 
taxpayer's dollars. Setting priori-
ties for combining individual projects 
into a statewide program requires con-
sideration of many more factors than 
the "professional judgement" of ten 
used in small geographic areas, and 
Li 
file linkage provides access to a more-
comprehensive data base and greater 
ability to use the data for analytical 
studies. A fully integrated data base 
can support a process that could rank 
capital projects on a statewide basis, 
allowing the more complex decision 
making than would be required for 
individual projects. 
Cost Benefits - Although the costs of 
creating a unified linked database are 
not trivial ($350,000 to several 
million dollars for an operating 
system) , the dolar savings within data 
collection, input, storage and 
retrieval are recovered after a number 
of years. Washington and Colorado 
provide concrete examples of cost 
savings. 
The Washington TRIPS (Transportation 
Information and Planning Support) 
System's development cost of 
approximately $3 million is expected 
to be recovered in seven years. This 
is based on a saving of 10 full-time 
equivalent employees, eliminating 
redundant data and activities, and 
automating manual tasks. Other 
agencies within Washington are so 
impressed with the TRIPS system that 
additional links between files and 
TRIPS are being done. Additional cost 
benefits are expected to result. 
Although, the Colorado Department of 
Highways has encountered some problems 
in the creation of the (l)RIS (Colorado 
Roadway Information System) Database 
and in file linkage programs, they 
believe that the benefits far exceed 
the problems. For example, the 
Highway Performance Monitoring System 
(HPMS) submittal has shown great· 
improvements. Total time to produce 
the submittal decreased and computer 
charges were reduced by approximately 
$120,000, and the reliability of the 
data was significantly increased. 
B. 0-Jalitative Benefits 
Qualitative benefits primarily result 
from the improvements in access to 
data and in the quality of analysis. 
Examples of such benefits are: 
o Improved information quality. 
o Increased support for planning 
and managing through accurate, 
current information. 
o Better system flexibility to 
efficiently service special 
information requests. 
o Reduced response time required 
to correlate data for user 
requests. 
o Greater system responsiveness 
to changing user requirements. 
Other qualitative benefits include a 
substantial increase in the magnitude 
of cooperation between various groups 
within the Transportation agency, thus 
leaping over some of the institutional 
difficulties associated with the agen-
cy's organization. The need to 
operate as a team in the development 
of the program, and actual conduct of 
the work, will likely yield substan-
tial downstream benefits to the parti-
cipating parties as they begin to work 
together on various institutional and 
turf-related problems. 
3.2 Institutional Issues 
Achieving a file linkage system 
requires the cooperation of many 
departments and individuals, and to 
varying degrees, a loss of autonomy 
over departmental files and systems. 
Thus, overcoming institutional issues 
ensures cooperation is as vital a step 
as overcoming technical issues such as 
software selection, et. al. 
Proprietorship 
The process of creating a unified data 
base to be used by many divisions with-
in a transportation agency creates a 
number of problems relating to the 
control of information. As files are 
reviewed in the study phase of program 
development and duplicate collection 
of data eliminated, the collectors and 
owers of the "discarded" files lose 
their control of the data. The prima-
ry problem arises upon selection of 
one division to collect the data. As 
all collectors regard their task as 
integral to their work progress, a 
conflict results. This is often 
resolved through careful review of the 
data elements to determine which 
division collects the data to the 
greatest detail. A consensus session 
of the divisions involved during the 
project definition/design phase where 
the needed data elements are selected 
and where the needs of each division 
are defined, would help solve the 
proprietorship problem. 
Responsibility/Access for Editing 
The issue of who is responsible for 
maintenance of the data is of ten 
resolved by assigning this task to the 
collector of information. Access to 
the data for edit and update purposes 
should be selective, and ideally only 
the data collectors should be allowed 
such access. The Colorado Department 
of Highways has designed their CORIS 
program to require passwords in order 
to access the systems, and screens are 
designed for specific users. This 
system allows for information to be 
available to many users, but limits 
access for edit. 
Credibility/Receptivity 
Another institutional issue that 
arises from delegation of data collec-
tion to one user for use by many is 
the validity of the data presented in 
the unified database. The collection 
of data by one user increases the 
credibility and receptivity of the 
information provided because users now 
have knowledge of the source of the 
information. Questions and additional 
information on specific data can be 
addressed through contact with the 
appropriate collector. 
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The credibility of the information is 
essential and must be accomplished 
through the program itself. During 
the data element selection process 
the- appropriate division must be 
chosen to collect the information. 
The collection of the data element 
must be as essential to their internal 
activities as it is to other users. 
The design of a good collection 
program further inceases chances for 
proper data collection and file main-
tenance. In addition, the creation of 
a technical comm~ttee to continually 
monitor data collection and review 
data for input is a necessary part of 
maintaining a computerized information 
system. 
Sl.M1ARY 
This report presents an overview of 
where the computerized highway informa-
tion system is now and its status as a 
planning and programming tool for 
state highway agencies. The consensus 
of States already participating in the 
program is that the difficulties in 
preparing for program implementation 
are miniscule compared to the 
program's benefits. 
The following summary from the State 
of Washington presents an outlook on 
the computerized highway information 
system representative of other States 
participating in the program. 
"In conclusion, we're excited about 
the initial successes that TRIPS has 
achieved. Wherever we have taken 
preliminary reports or processes to 
the districts, other divisions or agen-
cies, the responses have been over-
whelmingly supportive. The audiences 
are particularly appreciative of the 
fact that now they will have up-to-
date information available directly to 
them on line and that the system will 
be more responsive to their needs. 
Other sections of the DepartnEnt, such 
as the Bridge Section, are so 
impressed with TRIPS that they are 
already at work completing the links 
between their files and TRIPS. In the 
CADD/CAM area, a pilot project is 
1 7 
underway to directly plot on maps 
information from the TRIPS files. 
From these early successes it is 
apparent that TRIPS will give WSIXIT a 
leading edge file linkage system 
capable of growing with the State's 
information needs." 
APPENDIX 
•I 
I 
FILE LINKAGE FOR 
COM=>REHENSIVE HIGHWAY SAFETY 
A DATA MANAGEMENT 
FORUM 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
September 23-24, 1986 
INTRODUCTION 
I~ response to FHWA contract DTFH 61-86-C-00030 and in an effort to review 
the current State-Of-The-Art of file linkage within the U.S., a File 
Linkage Forum was held in Salt Lake City, Utah on September 23-24, 1986. 
Interested and involved states were invited to provide presentations of 
their individual involvement and development. 
Participant states and representatives were as follows: 
New York ...••.... David Hartgen 
Idaho •••••....... Dave Amick 
Kansas •..•••..•.• Verne Walrafen 
Colorado ..•••.... Bruce Kinney 
washington ••.•..• Cal Smith 
Kentucky .•.••..•. Mohammed Taqui 
Iowa9 •••••.•..••• John Nervig) 
Illinois ...•.•... John Blair 
Alaska ••••.••••.• Leo Lutchansky 
Utah ••.••.•.••••. Host State 
Additional representatives from FHWA, consultants and non-participating interested states were: 
FHWA 
Washington Off ices 
Jim Willhite 
Dave McElhaney 
Peter Hatzi 
Region a 
Ray Griffith 
Utah Division 
Jim Biddiscombe 
Consultants 
Tom Duffy - Urbitran 
Ron Pfefer - Northwestern Traffic Institute 
FranK cahoon - Price Waterhouse 
States 
Hal Goss - Nevada DOT 
John ~hitaKer - Nevada DOT 
The forum was conducted in two oasic sessions: First, state presentations 
· of current development and future plans (with open discussion, question 
and answers) and second, an exploratory query into the following 
conaitions of file linkage development: 
Proolem areas - present and future. 
Appropriate and probaole applications. 
Conceptualization justification. 
The following report attempts a recapitulation of the session's 
discussions. It is conceded at the outset, that the enormity of he 
material, the diversity of development and the ambiguity of the subject 
render this presentation as perspective limited. 
SESSIONS ONE 
States Presentations 
The following agenda includes the states and presenters: 
New York ........•.•.... Oavid Hartgen 
Iaaho •..•.........••... Oave Amick 
Kansas .....•...•.•••••• Verne Walrafen 
Colorado ........••..•.• Bruce Kinney 
wasnington ......•...... Cal Smith 
KentucKy ...•••...•••••. Mohammed Taqui 
Iowa~ •...•.....••••..•• J°-l!!!~~ervi"'g> 
Illinois ..•......•••••• John Blair 
Utah ••••...•.....•••... Art Geurts 
John Morr is · 
Kent Nielsen - UDOT Demonstration 
Alaska ••••••.••..••.••. Leo Lutchansky 
Copies of the presentation papers are included. 
The primary objective of this session was to review and reflect the 
current state-of-art of file linkage developments. As an initial effort 
the forum perhaps created more questions than answers nevertheless 
presenters did develop a definite trend and/or mosaic of development. Tne 
initial reaction of almost all participants was the realization that most 
development had taken place within inaividual state's constraints as 
opposed to comprehensive guidance. 
Tne broad spectrum of presentations indicated file linkage development 
that spanned from initiation for problem solution to comprehensive 
planning and development. Almost all reflected a relatively recent entry 
into the file linkage capability for Highway Information Data Management. 
Questions and answers conveyed a sense of concept exchange and broadening 
of perceived potential. Even though the purpose of the forum was to 
explore file linkage usage in the field of highway safety, it was the 
almost unanamous consensus of the group that file linkage, as a management 
tool, had far more comprehensive potential and that highway highway safety 
was a principal user but discussion could not be confined to safety only. 
It was also concluded by the group that even though the potential of file 
linkage was limited only by the individual imaginative use, the pardax lay 
in the limitation of capability by other intervening factors. These are 
rehearsed in Session Two- Uses, Problems, & Concept. 
A final consensus of the participants was that the information exchange 
was so beneficial that the recommendation was made that other forums 
should be sponsored bath for idea exchange and far standardization 
development. The latter eluded ta the concept that if file linkage is 
appropriate intra-state, perhaps it might be just as appropriate 
inter-state. 
SESSION TWO 
Concept, Proolems & Applications 
A seconacuy oojecti ve of the forum was to query the active states as to 
their perception of problem (encountered and anticipated) and the 
realistic applications of file linkage. This dialogue represented the 
second session of the forum with each state offered the opportunity of 
exclusive input plus group discussion involvement. Tables 1-3 highlight 
the areas identified, without benefit of elaboration. It is outside the 
scope of the summary to detail each ooservation, however, collectively the 
observations broaden the scope of file linkage far beyond that of 
singularly producing additional useful data. 
An example of the complexity beyond the simple production of file 
interyrated data is the requirement of effective data presentation and 
user capabilities. The very capability of vast volumes of data requires 
hignly skilled abilities to make effective use of the information both oy 
the user and the producer. Another constraint recognizes by the group is 
tne receptivity of the user as the produced information deviates from 
prior conceptions of the user. Clearly the question of credibility will 
become an increasing issue. Also coupled with the issue of credibility is 
the ability of the producer to make correct inferences or conclusions of 
the data. Such a requirement is quite extant from the ability to simply 
produce the fundamental data. Consistency and changing trends also cloud 
the intergrity question. 
Perception of the buss word - file linkage as a panacea for management 
decision making also was a major concern of the group. Practical 
application of file linkage has not yet reached a high state of 
professionalism recognizing the limitations as well as the potential. It 
was suggested that at this stage of development perhaps most perceptions 
were rose-colored or non-existant. The other end of the continum remains 
to be examined. 
While discussion was plentiful and opinions freely given, almost all 
expressed and optimistic wait and see and learn posture. The desire to 
continue additional forums ran high. 
Problem Areas 
More people need more training in analysis using available data (4)* 
Better identification of potential users. (3) 
Should oe broadened from exclusive safety applications. (2) 
Data quality control (1) 
User familiarity with data (what do they really mean?) (1) 
Ability of people to accept/adapt to technological development. 
Confidence in system 
Flexibility/adaptability of system 
Control vs. service - the right balance 
Standardized geographic references 
Definitions 
File linkage is a tool - not a product 
Too narrow of organization view - cross agency applications 
Should be management-driven not user-driven 
*( ) indicate number of additional states approbation 
Table l 
, .. 
Applications 
Graphics (5) 
Mapping (3) 
District viewpoint (2) 
Fiscal, project, and budget (2) 
Engineering (1) 
Pavement management (1) 
Maintenance management (1) 
Flexibility and adaptability I.E. intersection analysis, correlation 
of design features 
Better indentification of problem locations 
Historical tracking 
Priority programming 
Federal reporting 
Bridge management 
Evaluations 
Most all reports and analysis 
Reduce redundancy - data collection and report 
Support design 
Risk Management/liability 
Research 
Multi-level reporting 
Table 2 
Concepts 
Good ousiness 
Data element approach - simplified 
Institutional issues to oe addressed 
Network issues 
Don't link just for link's sake - have a reason or don't do it 
Application simplicity (KISS) 
Flexible approach 
Georef erencing 
Learning from experience 
Information is Dynamic 
Should be readily coupled with collection methods 
Driven by user decision needs 
Must be flexible and adaptable in analysis mode and data base system integration 
Should have local government participation if possible demographic links 
Private sector methodology (will it show a profit?) 
Multi-level reporting 
Taole 3 
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2 DAY PILOT WORKSHOP--FILE LINKAGE\ 
MESSAGE/COMMENT 
Mr. Peter Hatzi, Implementation Division, called 
regarding the subject workshop and offering it to 
Region 7 at no costs. The workshop would be on linking 
files such as accidents, HPMS, roadway inventory and 
other files. Utah did the work to develop this 
technique and is based on 5 case studies. 
The workshop would be available in late March through 
early May and could be done just for one state if 
requested and as long as maintenance, traffic, safety, 
and.planning departments at the state were in 
attendance. Mr. Hatzi will send us an agenda and a 
short report. It is a 16 hour workshop. 
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